How to reach the CNR headquarter
The Meeting will be held in Rome at National Research Council (CNR), Piazzale Aldo Moro 7 (very close to
Sapienza University), where attendees have to leave a document to have a pass. The entrance to reach the
room meeting (Aula Giacomello) is on Via dei Ramni, 17.

BY PLANE
Rome can be reached from most international and national destinations. Most major airlines use "Leonardo
da Vinci" Airport in Fiumicino (FCO). Low-cost budget airlines often fly to Ciampino Airport (CIA).

From Fiumicino Airport to Rome and backwards:
By direct train (14 euro, time 35 minutes)





Go to Fiumicino Air Terminal (FS Trenitalia)
Take the Direct Train "Leonardo Express" every 30 minutes
Get off at Roma Termini Railway Station
See below for connections between Termini Station to the CNR (piazzale Aldo Moro 7)

By local train (8 euro, time 45 minutes)





Go to Fiumicino Air Terminal (FS Trenitalia)
Take the trains FL1 connecting Fiumicino Aeroporto to Fara Sabina/Orte, 8 stops, every 15 min
Get off at Tiburtina Station
See below for connections between Tiburtina Station to the CNR (piazzale Aldo Moro 7)

By bus





Take Terravision Bus FCO ↔Termini
Fiumicino Airport: outside Terminal 3, bus parking n. 3
For more info check this website
From Termini Station to the CNR (piazzale Aldo Moro 7) see below for connections

By taxi


Taxi: 40 euro (all inclusive fare)

From Ciampino Airport to Rome and backwards:
1) "Terravision" Bus to via Marsala (Termini Station) 8 euro. Time: 40 minutes
2) Bus to Ciampino Railway Station + Train to Termini Station. Every 20 minutes. Time: 18 minutes
3) "Co.tra.l." line bus to Subway (Metro) Station Anagnina + Metro Line A from Anagnina to Termini Station
4) Taxi: 30 euro (all inclusive fare)

BY TRAIN



Timetable and online booking at trenitalia website;
Most Italian and European destinations are connected to Rome by trains stopping at Termini
Station, which is 15 minutes’ walk from CNR/Sapienza University (piazzale Aldo Moro 7), and is
connected by 310 bus line (see below);



Others trains (including local trains from Fiumicino Airport) stop in Tiburtina Station. Tiburtina
Station is 25 minutes of walk from the CNR/Sapienza University (piazzale Aldo Moro 7), it is
connected by several bus lines such as 71 and 492 (see below).

BY CAR


The area of CNR/Sapienza University and of the Hotels can be reached, from any direction, by
driving along the "Raccordo Anulare" and taking the exit 14 "Autostrada Roma-L'Aquila", direction
"Roma Centro" (no fee). Drive along the "Autostrada" until it ends, after a tunnel, into a traffic light
on the left. Take for a few hundred meters the "Tangenziale Est" and turn right at the first exit. You
will thus enter "Quartiere San Lorenzo", where you'll find the CNR/Sapienza University and several
Hotels (see map).

Connections between Termini and Tiburtina Stations to the CNR/Sapienza
University, Piazzale Aldo Moro 7
From Termini Station by bus






Take the 310 bus line (Vescovio) for 4 stops every 10 min. about;
Get off at Viale dell'Università;
Walk back behind 15 meters;
Go on the left to viale delle Scienze walk 300 meters until the arrival Aldo Moro (square), 7;
See view on map (310 line).

From Termini Station by foot

As the distance between the Termini station and the CNR is about 1.5 km, it is possible to reach
the conference also by foot, following the itinerary shown below:

From Tiburtina Station by bus






Take the 71 (S. Silvestro) or 492 (staz.ne metro Cipro) bus lines for 6 stops every 10 min. about;
Get off at Via Marrucini;
Walk back behind 100 meters;
Until the arrival Aldo Moro (square), 7;
See view on map (492 line).

Accomodation
The Hotels below (very close to the meeting venue) have an agreement with CNR at a reduced
rate. If you planned to reserve a room there, please quote that you are attending a meeting at
CNR and request for rate reduction.

Ateneo Garden Palace
Via dei Salentini 1/3, Rome, Italy.
Tel: +39 06/4440042. Fax: +39 06/4453621.
http://www.ateneorome.com/it/
Hotel Laurentia
Largo degli Osci , 65, Roma, Italia.
Tel: +39 06/4450218. Fax: +39 06/4453821
http://www.hotellaurentia.it

